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Setting Flavor

Breekhul Smudge of Wallside level 3G (his full name) is a dreamer and a builder. Many thought him 
stupid or that he has mental problems. What they could not understand was that the little goblin 
was a genius. His mind was always working, always examining and always designing. 

When his invention won the annual Science fair, the Baaken family took him under their wing. He was given a 
laboratory, a workshop and all the paper he could write on.

For the past five months, he has invented some amazing things, but the many legs of a spider inspired him to a new 
and much bigger project. He was watching the arachnid climb up the wall when inspiration struck. He grabbed paper 

and ink and started designing a steam driven walking machine. Something that could travel through the wastelands, that 
could overcome obstacles like snow drifts without getting bogged down.

After months of hard work under the watchful eye of Gerald Baaken himself, the prototype is ready to be tested. It was 
nicknamed “The Crab” since it more resembled something belonging on the bottom of the ocean, than the nimble spider 
that served as inspiration.

The walker was moved to Deadfalls, from where it will be piloted back to Wallside. A small group stands ready to head 
out into the dark inside this new invention. If they survive the trip, this walker will open up new ways to travel across the 
icy wastelands, if it fails, then this is just another experiment by a crazy artificer that went awry.

“Looking back you can still see the lights and fires of the departure ceremony flickering on the wall. The machine sways and jerks as it 
makes its way further from the city. Light from the headlamps dance across the mounds of snow and makes the shadows jump and writhe. 
Around you pipes hiss and gears rattle.

To your right, the failing sun is just peeking over the horizon. The orange-tinted wasteland stretches out ahead of you. This is going to 
be an interesting journey.”

When the temperature plummeted, it started snowing 
and soon the world was covered in a deep layer of 
ice and snow. Most lakes and rivers froze and after a 

few months only dead tree trunks could be seen where once 
great forests grew. 
The thick snow covers some treacherous terrain in places. 

Earthquakes resulted in many cracks and chasms in the 
landscape and many travelers were lost before the great 
Archways were built. In some places the snow was soft and 
it was difficult to walk; others were hard and slippery.

The world of Ehlerrac is cold and deadly. Here are new 
rules to handle the deadly temperatures of -58°F/-50°C 
outside the magically heated cities.

• On Ehlerrac, once you step outside of the cities, 
temperatures quickly plummet. Penalties to the Vigor 
roll can be as high as -8. Every time the penalties increase 
by -2, the Vigor roll intervals are halved so by the time 

the Vigor roll is made at -8 in the Wastelands, player 
characters have to make their roll every 15 mins.

• Warm winter clothing gives a +2 bonus to the roll as 
usual.

• Wearing an Ice Suit confers the benefit of the environmental 
protection (cold) power to the explorer.

-   Vigor roll every 4 hours
-2 Vigor roll every 2 hrs
-4 Vigor roll every 1hr
-6 Vigor roll every 30 mins
-8 Vigor roll every 15 minsSam
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